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**Doctors have a phenomenal responsibility and a precious privilege says Sadhguru**

**30 June 2020, Coimbatore:** At a time when doctors around the world are being celebrated for their selfless service in battling the pandemic, Sadhguru, Founder, Isha Foundation, said that doctors have a “phenomenal responsibility” and enjoy a “precious privilege” in holding lives in their hands. “When you are given the privilege and the possibility and the necessary knowledge to preserve and enhance life in a very fundamental way, this is the greatest privilege.”

Sadhguru asserted that children will be greatly influenced seeing parents place others’ wellbeing above their own. “Because that had such a powerful impact on me. And I’m sure that will have such a very powerful impact on your children, especially at a time like this - you displaying that you are placing everybody’s wellbeing way above your own I think is the greatest influence you’re going to have on your children and the people around you,” Sadhguru said referring to the impact that his father, who was a physician, had on him.

He called on doctors to “reignite themselves to this commitment that you are committed to enhance life in every possible way.”

1 July is celebrated as National Doctor’s Day.
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